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Introduction. In the theory of differentiable fibre bundles, with a Lie

group as structure group, the notion of a connection plays an important role.

In this paper we shall consider complex analytic connections in complex

analytic fibre bundles. The situation is then radically different from that in

the differentiable case. In the differentiable case connections always exist, but

may not be integrable; in the complex analytic case connections may not

exist at all. In both cases we are led therefore to certain obstructions, an ob-

struction to the integrability of a connection in the differentiable case, an

obstruction to the existence of a connection in the complex analytic case. It

is a basic theorem that, if the structure group is compact, the obstruction in

the differentiable case (the curvature) generates the characteristic coho-

mology ring of the bundle (with real coefficients). What we shall show is that,

in a large class of important cases, the obstruction in the complex analytic

case also generates the characteristic cohomology ring. Using this fact we

can then give a purely cohomological definition of the characteristic ring. This

has a number of advantages over the differentiable approach: in the first

place the definition is a canonical one, not depending on an arbitrary choice

of connection; secondly we remain throughout in the complex analytic do-

main, our characteristic classes being expressed as elements of cohomology

groups with coefficients in certain analytic sheaves; finally the procedure can

be carried through without change for algebraic fibre bundles.

The ideas outlined above are developed in considerable detail, and they

are applied in particular to a problem first studied by Weil [17], namely the

problem of characterizing those fibre bundles which arise from a representa-

tion of the fundamental group. We show how Weil's main result fits into the

general picture, and we discuss various aspects of the problem.

As no complete exposition of the theory of complex analytic fibre bundles

has as yet been published, this paper should start with a basic exposition of

this nature. However this would be a major undertaking in itself, and instead

we shall simply summarize in §1 the terminology and results on vector bun-

dles which we require, and for the rest we refer to Grothendieck [8], Serre

[12], and Hirzebruch [9].
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1. Vector bundles and sheaves. Throughout this paper we shall be con-

cerned with complex analytic structures, and where no ambiguity can arise

we shall omit the words "complex analytic."

Let X be a complex analytic manifold. By a vector bundle over X we

shall always mean a complex analytic vector bundle, that is the fibre is a

complex vector space and the structure group is the general linear group (cf.

[13]). Let O be the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on X, and let

£ be a vector bundle over X. Then the sheaf of germs of (complex analytic)

cross-sections of 2s is a coherent sheaf of O-modules (in the sense of Serre

[12]), and we denote it by E. Since E is locally trivial it follows that E is

locally free; more precisely, for each xEX, there exists an open neighborhood

U such that

E | U ££ Or | U,

where Or is the direct sum of r copies of O, and the isomorphism is an O-

isomorphism. Conversely, if S is a locally free sheaf of O-modules on X, and

if X is connected, there exists a vector bundle E on X such that S=E (cf.

[12]). E is determined up to an isomorphism by S. We shall denote by T(2s)

the vector space of cross-sections of E. Then we have

T(E) = H°(X, E).

If E, F are vector bundles over X we can define the vector bundles 2s*,

E®F,E®F, Horn (E, F), whose fibres at x are the vector spaces 2s*, Ex®Fx,

Ex®cFx, Homc(£i, Fx) (cf. [9]). Then we have the canonical isomorphism

Horn (E, F)=E*®F. In particular, if 1 denotes the trivial line-bundle(2),

Horn (E, l)^2s*.
If R, S are coherent sheaves on X we can define the sheaves R(BS, R®S,

Horn (R, S) whose stalks at x are the Ox-modules RX®SX, Rx®oxSx,

Hom0 (Rx, Si) (Serre [12]). In particular the operations ©, (g>, Horn can

be applied to the locally free sheaves E, F. It is then easily verified that

E®F, E®F, Horn (E, F) are canonically isomorphic with the sheaves of

(2) A line-bundle is a vector bundle in which the fibre is a one-dimensional vector space.
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germs of cross-sections of E@F, E®F, Horn (E, F), so that our notation is

consistent. In particular if F=l, then F=0, and Horn (E, O) is the sheaf of

germs of cross-sections of Horn (E, 1). Hence, if we denote this sheaf by E*,

we can identify E* with the sheaf of germs of cross-sections of E*.

Besides the operations just defined we can also define the vector bundle

/\PE whose fibre at x is the vector space APEX (cf. [9]). If in particular we take

p=r, where Ex is r-dimensional, we shall write detE instead ofA'E. detE is

thus a line-bundle, and it is just the line-bundle induced from E by the

homomorphism det: GLT—* C*. We denote by det E the sheaf of germs of cross-

sections of det E.

By a homomorphism h: E—*F we shall mean an element hET Horn (E, F);

h is thus a complex analytic mapping of E into F, such that hx: EX-^>FX is a

homomorphism of vector spaces for each x. If F = E we write End E instead

of Horn (E, E), and T End E is then the vector space of endomorphisms of E.

From the canonical isomorphism

T Horn (E, F) ^ Ha(X, Horn (E, F)),

it follows that h: E^>F corresponds to a sheaf homomorphism h: E—>F.

Definition. 0—>£'—>*£—>"E"—>0 is an exact sequence of vector bundles it

0—>EX' —►VEx—>"*£" —>0 is an exact sequence of vector spaces for each

xEX. E' is called a sub-bundle of E, and E" a factor bundle of E.

Definition. An exact sequence (of vector bundles, sheaves, . . . )

0—rA—^B—->"C—>0 is split if there exists a homomorphism h: C^>B such that

gh = l: C—+C. The homomorphism h is then said to be a splitting of the exact

sequence.

If 0—>yl—>5—>C—>0 is split, then B is a direct sum; more precisely

B=fA®hC.

Proposition 1. 0—>E'—>E^>E"—*0 is an exact sequence of vector bundles if

and only if 0—>E'—>.£—>£"—>0 is an exact sequence of sheaves.

Proof. If the vector bundle sequence is exact we obtain the exact sequence

of sheaves immediately. We have to prove the converse. Suppose therefore

that 0—>E'—>£—>£"—>0 is exact. Since E" is locally free we may lift the local

generators of E" in the neighborhood of any point x back into E to give a

local splitting of the exact sequence. That is, every x has an open neighbor-

hood U such that Eu = fE'u®hE'u, where Ev denotes the restriction of E to

U and h: E'rj-*Eu is a local splitting. Then Eu=fE'u®hE'u, and so Ex

=fxEl QhxEi". Hence 0-^E*'^EX-^>EX"->0 is exact for all x, and therefore

0^E'->E->E"-^0 is exact.

If 0—>E'—fE—>E"—>0 is an exact sequence of vector bundles, then we have

proved that E is locally isomorphic with E' @E". Moreover, if

p: Eu © Eu —* Eu,       cr: Eu © Eu —► Eu
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are two local isomorphisms, the difference

o-lp:E'u® Eu-^E'u ® Eu

is of the form I+(p, where 4>: E'i]—*E'V, and I is the identity. Passing to the

sheaves a precisely similar result holds. In the terminology of Grothendieck

[8] £ is a fibre space of type E'®E" with structure sheaf Horn (E", E');

here Horn (£", E') is identified with a subsheaf of End (E'®E") by (p^>I+4>.

Definition. An extension of 2s" by E' is an exact sequence (of vector

bundles)

0 -> E' -> 2s -» 2s" -> 0.

Definition. Two extensions of 2s" by E' are equivalent if we have an

isomorphism of exact sequences:

0 -> E' -> Ex -» 2s" -> 0

IT    I       17"
0 -* E' -> £2 -> £" -> 0

where 7', 7" are the identity endomorphisms of E' and 2s".

If the exact sequence 0—>£'—>2s—>7s"—»0 splits we say that the extension

is trivial. Alternatively a trivial extension is one which is equivalent to a direct

sum: 0-+2s'->2s'©2s"->2s"-^0.

Similar definitions hold for the corresponding sheaves, and by Proposition

1 the extensions of 2s" by E' correspond one-to-one to the extensions of E"

by E', equivalence being preserved in this correspondence. In the terminology

of [8 ] equivalent extensions of E" by 2s' correspond to isomorphic fibre spaces

of type E'®E", with structure sheaf Horn (E", E'). But the isomorphism

classes of such fibre spaces are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements

of H\X, Horn (E", E')) (cf. [8]). Hence we obtain:

Proposition 2. The equivalence classes of extensions of E" by E' are in

one-to-one correspondence with the elements of Hl(X, Horn (E", E')), the trivial

extension corresponding to the zero element.

Remark. A corresponding result holds in the differential case, but

Horn (E", E') is then a fine sheaf and so Hl(X, Horn (E", 2s')) =0. Thus

every extension is trivial. The same is true if X is a Stein manifold, since

Horn (E", 2s") is then a coherent sheaf. We are primarily concerned however

with the compact complex case, and Hl(X, Horn (E", 2s')) is then nonzero in

general.

For applications we shah require to know the precise element of

Hl(X, Horn (2s", E')) corresponding to a given extension. This is defined as

follows. Operate on the exact sequence 0—>2s'—>2J—>2s"—>0 by the functor

Horn (2s",     ); since 2s" is locally free we get an exact sequence
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0 -* Horn (£", E') -> Horn (E", E) -» Horn (E", E") -» 0.

The cohomology sequence of this is

-> H°(X, Horn (E", E)) -> H"(X, Horn (E", E")) -^ H\X, Horn (£", £')) ->.

Then 5(7")EHl(X, Horn (£", E')) is the element given Proposition 2, where

as before

2" G TEnd 2s" = H°(X, Horn (£", 2?"))

is the identity endomorphism of E". We make this more explicit. For a suita-

ble covering { Ui} of TAT the restriction of the given extension to each Ui will

be trivial; let h<: £,-' —>£,- be the splitting homomorphisms, where £/', Et de-

note the restrictions of E", E to Ui. Then {/i,-} is a 0-cochain of Horn (E", E)

which lifts the 0-cocycle 7" of Horn (2s", £"). Hence {hj — hi} is a representa-

tive 1-cocycle for 8(1"). On the other hand we have the local isomorphisms:

Ui-.E'i ® Ei —>£,-

defined by Ui(s'®s") = (s'+hi(s")). Thus E is defined, as a fibre space of

type E'®E" by the coordinate transformations:

in = utuj-. E'n ® E'/j -> By © £■-,

where E'v, E'J denote the restrictions of E', E" to UiC\Uj, and

iii(s' ® a") = (a' + hj(a") - ht{a")) ® a".

But, by definition of the operation of Horn (E", 2s") on £"©£', this shows

that the fibre space £ is represented by the 1-cocycle {hj — hi}, and so cor-

responds to 5(7").

Proposition 3. Let 0—>£'—>£—>£"—»0 be an extension of E" by E', and let

0<-£'*<-£*<-£"*^-0  be the dual extension of £'* by £"*.  Let

£ E Hl(X, Horn (£", £'))    and    y, E H\X, Horn (£'*, £"*))

&e /Ae corresponding elements given by Proposition 2. Then r\ = — £*, where £* is

the element which corresponds to £ under the canonical isomorphism: Horn (£",

£')^Hom (£'*, £"*).

Proof. We use the same notation as before, so that E is defined by the

coordinate transformations

in = u~lUji Eij ® E'/j -> E'n ® E'/j.

Then £* will be defined by

fn = Uj Ui    : En © En -> En © Ea .
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Hence, if {h, — hi\ is a representative 1-cocycle for £, {h*—h*} is a repre-

sentative 1-cocycle for t/. Hence rj= — £*.

In future we shall identify the sheaves Horn (E", E') and Horn (£'*, E"*)

under the canonical isomorphism, and the result of Proposition 3 can then be

written as -n= — £.

Finally we introduce the following notation. Let Y be a complex analytic

sub-manifold of X, and let E be a vector bundle over X. We denote by EY

the restriction of E to Y, and by EY the sheaf of germs of cross-sections of

Ey. Let Oy be the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on Y, then Ey

is a sheaf of Or-modules and we have

EY^E ® oOY.

In the usual way we regard Ey as a sheaf of O-modules on X, zero outside Y.

Note that Ey is not the sheaf on Y induced from E by the injection Y—>X,

but only a quotient of this sheaf.

2. Complex analytic connections. As before let X be a complex manifold,

and let G be a connected complex Lie group. Let P he a principal (complex

analytic) bundle over X with group G. Then P is itself a complex manifold,

locally isomorphic with XxG, and G operates on P as a group of fibre-pre-

serving complex analytic homeomorphisms: PXG^P. Unless otherwise

stated a group will always mean a connected complex Lie group, and a bundle

will always mean a complex analytic bundle.

Let T=T(X) he the (contravariant) tangent vector bundle of X, and

let (B be the tangent vector bundle of P. Since G operates on P it also

operates on <B: (BXG—»(B. We put Q = (&/G, so that a point of Q is a field of

tangent vectors to P, defined along one of its fibres, and invariant under G.

We shall show that Q has a natural vector bundle structure over X.

Let XvEX, and let U be a sufficiently small open neighborhood of x0 so

that there exists a cross-section of P over U, s: U—*P. Let <BS be the restriction

of (B to s(U), then there is a natural (1-1) correspondence between Qu and

(Bs, 4>s: Qu-^>(&a; cp3 assigns to each invariant vector field along Px its value at

s(x). Since s: U—>s(U) is a complex analytic homeomorphism, the vector

bundle structure of (Bs defines a vector bundle structure of Qu- It remains

to show that this structure is independent of the choice of s. But, if s and s'

are two cross-sections of P over U, there exists a unique complex analytic

map g: U—>G such that

s(x)-g(x) = s'(x) for x E U.

Then g induces an isomorphism of vector bundles g: (B„—^KB,', and we have the

commutative diagram

Qu\     g
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Thus the vector bundle structure of Q over X is well-defined.

Let 5F denote the sub-bundle of (B formed by vectors tangential to the fibres

of P. Then G operates on JF, and we put 2? = 3r/G. If <£, is the map defined

above, then restricting to Ru, we get

(bs: Ru —► S?8.

Since fF, is a sub-bundle of 63, it follows at once that R is a sub-bundle of Q.

The projection ir: P—+X induces a map ir: Q—>>T. From the definition of

the vector bundle structure of Q it follows that ir: Q-^T is a homomorphism

of vector bundles. Moreover, if 7", denotes the tangent bundle of s(U), then

(Bs = 3rsffi7/S, and we have the commutative diagram:

0 -» Ru -> Qu -> Tu -> 0

v **■ 4*

0 -^ J, -> 63, -»r, -> o.

From this we deduce that 0—>2?—>Q—>T—->0 is an exact sequence of vector

bundles over X.

We now examine the bundle R more closely. Let L = L(G) be the Lie

algebra of G. As a vector space, L is the tangent space to G at the identity.

By left (right) translation L is then isomorphic with the vector space Vi(Vr)

of left (right) invariant vector fields on G. G operates by right (left) transla-

tions on Vi(Vr), and by the adjoint representation on L. If IEL, \EVi,

pEVr are corresponding elements, then ad(g)T, \g~~l, gp are corresponding

elements (gEG). In the principal bundle P each fibre Px can be identified

with G up to a left translation. Hence a tangent vector at the point p, tan-

gential to the fibre, defines a unique left-invariant vector field on G. This

establishes the isomorphism 'S—PXL. The operation of G on SF induces an

operation on PXL, which is given by:

(1) (pXl)-g=(pgXad(g-i)l).

Hence 2? = JF/G=PXgL, where PXgL is the identification space defined by

(1). By definition however PX oL is the vector bundle with fibre L associated

to P by the adjoint representation of G. We shall denote this vector bundle

by L(P). Although we shall not require it L(P) is in fact a bundle of Lie

algebras, each fibre L(P)X = L(PX) being a Lie algebra isomorphic with L(G).

We summarize our results as follows:

Theorem 1. Let P be a principal bundle over X with group G. Then there

exists a canonical exact sequence &(P) of vector bundles over X:

0 -> L(P) -+Q-^>T-+0,

where T is the tangent bundle of X, L(P) is the bundle associated to P by the

adjoint representation of G, and Q is the bundle of invariant tangent vector fields

on P.
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Definition. A connection in the principal bundle P is a splitting of the

exact sequence G(P).

By Proposition 2 the extension  G(P) defines an element

a(P) E H\X, Horn (T, L(P)),

and G(P) is a trivial extension if and only if a(P) =0. If we denote by £ip

the sheaf of germs of holomorphic differential forms of degree p on X, then

&=T* and Horn (T, L(P))^.L(P)(giii1. Hence, identifying these sheaves

under this isomorphism, we can state our result in the following form:

Theorem 2. A principal bundle P over X defines an element

a(P) EIP(X, L(P) (gii1).

P has a connection if and only if a(P) =0.

Remark. As we observed in §1, every extension is trivial in the differen-

tiable case, or in the complex case if X is a Stein manifold. Hence in both

these cases a connection always exists.

The sequence G(P) has certain functorial properties which we now give.

(1) Let P be a principal bundle over X with group G, and let h: G^>G' be

a homomorphism. Then h induces a principal bundle P' with group G', and

h: P—*P' induces a map of the tangent bundles h: (&—>-(&'. Moreover h com-

mutes with the action of G in the sense that h(b-g) =h(b)-h(g). Hence we

get a map h: Q—>Q', and it is easy to show that this is compatible with

the vector bundle structures, i.e. that it is a homomorphism. Also, restricted

to L(P), h induces the natural homomorphism h: L(P)—»L'(P')- Hence we

get a homomorphism of exact sequences:

G(h): a(P)->a(P'),

in which of course T is mapped by the identity onto T.

(2) Let /: A"'—>X be a complex analytic map, and let P be a principal

bundle over X with group G. Then / induces over X' a principal bundle

P' with group G, such that we have a commutative diagram

P' L P

Y. I*
X' ^ X .

f: P'—^P induces a map /: (B'—»(B which commutes with the operation of G,

and so we get a homomorphism (3) /: Q—*Qr. This gives a homomorphism of

exact sequences:

(3) This is a homomorphism between vector bundles on two different spaces X', X(f: X'-^-X

being given), but the definition of such a homomorphism presents no difficulty.
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a(f)-.a(x',P')^a(x,P),

in which T'—>T is the homomorphism of tangent bundles induced by/: X'^X.

The functorial properties of Q,(P) give rise to corresponding properties of

a(P).
(1) Let the notation be as in (1) above, and let

h*: H\X, L(P) <g> ii1) -» Hl(X, L'(P') ® Si1)

be the homomorphism induced by the sheaf homomorphism h: L(P)—>L'(P').

Then a(P') = h*a(P).

(2) Let the notation be as in (2) above, and let

/': Hl(X, L(P) ® &(X)) -> H\X', L(P') ® a^X'))

be the homomorphism induced by the sheaf homomorphism

/: L(P) ® Cil(X) -> L(P') ® al( X').

Then a(P')=fla(P).
We omit the proof of these two statements since we shall later give an

explicit form for a(P), in terms of the coordinate transformations of P, and

(1) and (2) will be immediate consequences.

A case of special interest arises in (2) when X' = Y is a submanifold of X,

and/: Y—>X is the inclusion map. Then P'=Py is the restriction of P to Y,

and &(Py) is the part of &(P)y lying over T(Y) (which is a sub-bundle of

T(X)y).
Theorem 2 becomes particularly simple if G is abelian. In this case the

adjoint representation is trivial, so that L(P) = Ok, where &=dim G. Hence

a(P)EHl(X, O*®^1). Suppose in particular that X is a compact Kahler

manifold; then a(P) = (ax, • • • , ak), where a,£771(Ar, Si1) defines a coho-

mology class of type (1, 1). When G is a complex torus, Theorem 2 reduces

to a result of Blanchard [3]. The case where G = C* will be discussed later.

3. The characteristic ring. In this section we relate the treatment of §2

with the ordinary theory of differentiable connections, as expounded for in-

stance in Chern [6].

First we show how to calculate the obstruction a(P) explicitly in terms

of the coordinate transformations of P. Let P be defined with respect to the

covering { 27,} by the coordinate transformations {gn}, i.e. we have the local

isomorphisms w,-: UiXG—*P\ Ui, and

uTuj: UiC\ UjXG^>UiC\ Uj X G

is given by ui~1Uj(xXg) = (xXgn(x)g). The map Ui induces an isomorphism of

tangent bundles, and since it commutes with the operation of G we obtain

the isomorphism

Hf. Ti® Li->Qi,
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where L denotes the trivial bundle XXL and L{, Tit Qt denote the restric-

tions of L, T, Q to Ui. Thus, over Ui, we can lift the identity endomorphism

of T to the element a,-: Ti—^Qi, by defining at(t) =4i(t®0). Put ai, = a,—at:

Tij—^Qij. Then {a*.,} is a representative 1-cocycle for a(P).

Let p: T(G)—>GXL, X: F(G)—>GXE he the isomorphisms obtained by

right and left translation respectively. Then p, X are both elements of

H°(G, Horn (T(G), L)), where L denotes the sheaf corresponding to the

trivial bundle GXL. The maps gtJ: UiC\Uj^>G then induce elements p»y, Xy

ET(UiC\Uj, Horn (T, L)), where T=T(X) and L now denotes the sheaf

corresponding to the trivial bundle XXL. Then

u\ Oi,(t) = uf Hj(t ffi 0) - (/ ffi 0)

= (/ © P»(t)) - (t ffi 0)

= (0 ffi Pi,(t)).

If we denote by the same symbol Hi the induced isomorphism of L< onto

L(P)i, this equation can be written

(2) Oi, = Hi-pij.

Since p,-,-, Xy are related by the equation py = ad (gy)Xy, (2) may be replaced by

(3) ai, = Uj-\ij.

If a(P) =0 then we have the coboundary equation

ai] = Ji       Ji,

wherefiET(Ui, Horn (7\ L(P))). If we put 0, = C V",-, then

0* G r(f/i, Horn (T, L))

and the coboundary equation becomes

(4) Pij = ad (gij)6, - 6i

or

(5) \i, = 6, - ad (g;<)0,-.

These equations are the ones usually taken to define a connection (cf. [6]),

but the reader should watch carefully for differences of notation.

We recall next that, if E is a complex analytic vector bundle, a generalized

Dolbeault isomorphism can be defined for the sheaf of differential forms with

coefficients in E. For the details see for instance [13]. If A = 'SA"-q is the bi-

graded sheaf of germs of C°° differential forms on X, we put A(E) =E®oA.

The operator d" is a coboundary operator of the complex H°(X, E®oA),

and we denote the component of type (p, q) of the cohomology of this complex

by HP'"(X, E). Then the Dolbeault isomorphism takes the form
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H'*(X, E) ££ H<(X, E ® Si").

Applying this in particular to the vector bundle L(P), we obtain the iso-

morphisms

(6) H»-*(X, L(P)) £* H"(X, L(P) ® Si").

Suppose now that we are given a C°° connection in P, i.e. a C°° set of 6i

satisfying (4) or (5). Then the curvature © of this connection is given (cf.

[6]) by

1    r
(7) 6 = ddi + — [dt, di] in Ui.

If di is of type (1, 0) then (7) shows that 81,1, the component of type (1, 1)

of 0 is given by

(8) 01'1 = d"0i.

From (4) and (8) we see that the ^"-cohomology class [©M] of ©M is inde-

pendent of the choice of connection (provided this is of type (1, 0)). In fact

equation (4) asserts that [®M] corresponds, in the Dolbeault isomorphism

(6), to the element a(P)EHl(X, L(P)®ii1). Thus we have

Proposition 4. Let 6 be a C°° connection of type (1, 0) in P, and let 91-1

denote the component of type (1, 1) of the corresponding curvature, [@M]

EH1-1(X, L(P)) its d"-cohomology class. Then [91,1] corresponds to a(P)

EHl(X, L(P) (giSi1) under the Dolbeault isomorphism.

From now on, in this section, we shall assume that the group G is either

semi-simple or is GLr. Let Gi be a maximal compact subgroup of G, then Gi

is a real Lie group. We have the following relations between G and Gi.

(i) Every C" principal bundle with group G is equivalent to a bundle with

group Gi.

(ii) L(G) is the complexification of L(Gi).

(iii) Let Fx:L(Gx)®r ■ ■ ■ ®rL(Gx)^>R be a symmetric 7?-homomor-

phism invariant under ad (Gi)—briefly Fi is called an invariant polynomial of

G (cf. [6]); then 2*i induces a C-homomorphism F: L(G) <8>c • • • <8>cL(G)—>C,

and the relation Fx<-^>F sets up a (1-1) correspondence between the invariant

polynomials of Gi and those invariant polynomials of G whose restriction to

L(Gi) is real.

If Pi is a C°° principal bundle with group Gi, it induces a C° principal bun-

dle P with group G. A C" connection 6x in Pi induces a C°° connection 6 in P.

Then we have the following result, due to Singer [14] and Nakano [ll]:

Proposition 5. Let P be a complex analytic principal bundle with group

G, Pi a C° principal bundle with group Gi which induces P. Then there is a
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unique C°° connection 0i in Pi, such that the induced C°° connection 9 in P is of

type (1, 0). Moreover the curvature of 0 is of type (1, 1).

Let 0i be a connection in Pi, as in Proposition 5. Let 0i, 0 be the cor-

responding curvatures in Pi, P, and let Fi, F he invariant polynomials of

Gi, G which correspond as in (iii) above. Then, if [co] denotes the cohomology

class defined by a closed differential form co,

[Fi(0i)] = [Fi(0i, ®i, ■ ■ ■, 00] E H*(X, R),

[F(0)]= [F(@,@, ■■-,&)] EH*(X,C),

and

[F(0)] = i*[Fi(0i)], where i*: H*(X, R) -+ H*(X, C)

is induced by the natural embedding i: R^C. By a basic theorem (cf.

[6]) the characteristic cohomology ring of P (with real coefficients), de-

noted by (R(P), consists of the elements [Fi(0i)], for all invariant poly-

nomials Fi of Gi. We denote by Q(P) the characteristic cohomology ring of

P with complex coefficients, an element aEQ(P) being a linear combination

a= JZ; C,i*(t3j), with (3jE(R(P), the coefficients C, being complex numbers.

It then follows from the preceding statements that Q(P) consists precisely of

the elements [F(0)], for all invariant polynomials F of G.

If F is any invariant polynomial of G it defines a sheaf homomorphism

L(P)®L(P)® ■ ■ ■ ®L(P)—J>0, and so we can define (by cup-product multi-

plication)

F(a(P)) = F(a(P), a(P), ■ ■ ■ a(P)) E H*(X,a*),

where k is the degree of F. Hence, from Propositions 4 and 5, and using the

fact that the Dolbeault isomorphism preserves multiplicative structures up

to sign (cf. [7]), we deduce:

Theorem 3. Let X be a compact Kahler manifold, P a complex analytic prin-

cipal bundle over X with group G (semi-simple or GLr). Let

a(P) E Hl(X, L(P) ®Ql)

be the element defined in Theorem 2. Then, under the operation of the invariant

polynomials of G, a(P) generates the characteristic cohomology ring of P (with

complex coefficients).

The restriction on X to be compact Kahler in the theorem is needed so

that we can identify IP(X, ii4) with a subspace of H2k(X, C).

Combining Theorems 2 and 3 we obtain:

Theorem 4. Let X be a compact Kahler manifold, P a complex analytic

principal bundle over X with group G (semi-simple or GLr). If P has a complex
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analytic connection, then the characteristic cohomology ring of P (with complex

coefficients) is zero.

The problem of reversing Theorem 4, and obtaining criteria for the exist-

ence of a complex analytic connection in terms of the characteristic ring, will

be examined in §§7 and 8. We may state at once however that, unless further

restrictions are imposed, the converse of Theorem 4 is false.

4. The 2?-functor. If P is a principal bundle with group GLr, then there

is a (1-1) correspondence between P and E, the associated vector bundle.

From E we can construct the sheaf £ and conversely. Hence a vector bundle

has two natural generalizations: (i) to a bundle with different structure group,

(ii) to an arbitrary coherent sheaf. So far we have concentrated on (i); we

now turn to (ii), and we show how to generalize the obstruction a(P) in this

direction.

Let X be a complex manifold, O the sheaf of germs of holomorphic func-

tions on X. Let S be a coherent sheaf of O-modules on X (cf. [12]). Then we

define a new sheaf D(S) as follows:

(i) as a sheaf of C-modules D(S) =S®S®Q\

(ii) if a = s®§ED(S)z, fEOx, we define f-a = fs®(f§ + s®df). We have

to verify that D(S)X is now an O^-module. Clearly /-a is bilinear, and we have

f(got) = fgs ® (fg§ + gs ® df + fs ® dg) = (fg)ot.

Since the operations of Ox on D(S)X are clearly continuous, it follows that

D(S) is a sheaf of O-modules. Moreover we have an exact sequence

63(S): 0 -> S ® Si1 A D(S) £ S-+ 0,

where i: ($—>offi(J, p:s©(J—>s are both  O-homomorphisms. Since S is co-

herent, SigiSi1 is coherent, and hence D(S) is coherent (cf. [12]).

Proposition 6. 03 is a functor.

Proof. If <j>: S—>S' is an O-homomorphism we must define a homomor-

phism of exact sequences ««>): 63(S)—>G3(S'). Let §®1: S<8)Si1-^S'(g)Si1 be

the homomorphism induced by «j>, and define 2)(cj>): D(S)—+D(S') by

£>(<» s © ($ = <>s © (<j> ® 1 ■ (J).

Then D(§) is an O-homomorphiSm, since

D($)-f(a ® fj) = <>/s © <i> <g> 1 • (/(J + s ® df)

= fys ® (/«> ® l)-§+$s® df)

= f-D($)-(s®9).

Then we have a homomorphism of exact sequences 03(<j>):
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0-► SOii1->D(S) ->S->0

i«t> <S> 1         ID($)     1$

0 —-> S' <g> ii1-> D(S')—*S'-> 0.

Moreover (B(«j>) clearly has the necessary functorial properties.

Proposition 7. (B is ara exact functor.

Proof. Let 0—>S'—>S—>S"—>0 be an exact sequence. We have to show that

0—>(B(S')—>(B(S)-»(B(S")—>0 is also exact. But, as a sheaf of C-modules,

1?(S) = SffiS®ii1. Hence, we have a C-module isomorphism,

(B(S) ̂ (B(S') ffi <&(S"),

and therefore 0->(B(S')->(B(S)-+(B(S")->0 is exact.

Corollary. (B is additive, i.e. (S,(Si®S2)^(&(Si) ®(&(S2).

Proposition 8. If S is locally free, so is D(S).

Proof. Since S is locally free, S&iii1 is also locally free. Since S is locally

free the extension (&(S) is locally trivial (cf. §1), and so we have the local

O-isomorphism D(S)^S®S®ii\ Hence D(S) is locally free.

Thus, if E is a vector bundle over X, there exists a vector bundle which we

may denote by D(E), and an exact sequence of vector bundles.

(B(£): 0 -> E ® T* -» D(E) -> £ -» 0.

The extension <B(£) defines an element &(E) EHl(X, Horn (£, E® T*)). Since

Horn (E, E®T*)^+Lnd E®£1\ we may regard b(E) as an element of

Hl(X, End E®Sil). We shall show that b(E) is essentially the same as the

element a(P) defined by the corresponding principal bundle.

Proposition 9. Let E be a vector bundle over X, P the corresponding prin-

cipal bundle. Then End E^L(P).

Proof. If Fis a vector space, and G = Aut (V) is the group of all automor-

phisms of V, then we have a canonical isomorphism L(G)~iEnd (V). Now let

E be a vector bundle, P the corresponding principal bundle with group

G = GLT. Then G operates on itself by inner automorphisms, and so we obtain

a bundle G(P) associated to P. This is a bundle of groups, and for each

x, G(P)X operates in a canonical manner on Px by left translation. Hence

G(P)x^Aut Ex, and so L(G(P)I)^End Ex. But L(G(P)X)^L(P)X, both being

isomorphic to the vector space of right invariant vector fields on Px. Hence

L(P)x=End Ez. Moreover the isomorphism is canonical and preserves the

vector bundle structure. Hence L(P)=End E.

From Proposition 9 we deduce the isomorphism

H^X, L(P) <g> ii1) £* H\X, End E ® ii1),
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so that a(P) and b(E) can be regarded as elements of the same group.

Theorem 5. Let E be a vector bundle over X, P the associated principal

bundle. Let a(P), b(E) be the obstruction elements defined by the extensions Q(P),

63(E) respectively. Then a(P) = —b(E).

Proof. Let P be defined, with respect to the covering { Ui}, by the co-

ordinate transformations {gn}, with local isomorphisms

«,-: Ut X G —» P | Ui,       mi u,(x X g) = (x X gn(x)g).

Let V be the vector space on which G operates, so that E=PXaV, and let

V denote the sheaf corresponding to the trivial bundle XX V. We shall use

the same symbol u,- to denote the induced sheaf homomorphisms:

ur. Vi->EU

u{: Vi ®Qi->Ei ®a).

Then we can define a C-homomorphism of sheaves over 27,-,

d,:£,—>£, ®Si„

by dis = uidur1s. We now define i(r,-: £<—>2)(E)t-, by i{r,-s = s©cf,-s. The defini-

tion of the O-module structure of D(E) was precisely chosen so that in should

be an O-homomorphism. This shows that {bn} is a representative cocycle

for b(E), where b^EWCUfWj, Horn (£, EOSi1)) is given by

bns = djS — diS.

Hence

Ui bijUi-v = gnd(gji-v) — dv

(°) = gijd(gn)-v

= - (dga)iv-v.

But (dgi^gij1 = Qn, in the notation of §3. Here we are identifying the three

sheaves Horn (V, V®£ll), Horn (T, L), and L®£ll under the canonical iso-

morphisms. If we also identify Horn (£, EOSi1), Horn (T, L(P)), L(P)®£i1

under the canonical isomorphisms, equations (2) and (9) show that bn= —an.

Hence b(E) = —a(P) as required.

More generally, it is possible to relate the functors Q(P) and 63(E): 03(E)

is canonically isomorphic with a subsequence of d(P)*®E. We shall not re-

quire this result but we wish to point it out because, in conjunction with

Proposition 2, it helps to explain the minus sign in Theorem 5.

The behavior of 63(E) under tensor products is given by the following

result:

Proposition 10. 63(E®E') = 63(E) ®£'+E<g>63(£'), where each side repre-
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sents an extension of E®E'®T* by E®E', and + denotes the sum of two ex-

tensions.

This proposition is not difficult to prove by direct verification. As we do

not need it however we omit the proof. A corollary of Proposition 10, which

is also immediate from the explicit calculation of b(E) in terms of the co-

ordinate transformations, is the following:

Proposition 11. b(E®E')=b(E)®I'+I®b(E'), both sides being in

Hl(X, End (E®E')®Ql), and I, I' denoting the identity endomorphisms of

E, £'.

5. Chern classes. In §3 we showed how the obstruction a(P) of a principal

bundle P generated the characteristic cohomology ring of P (under suitable

restrictions). We shall now give an alternative treatment in the case of the

group GLr(C). This is based on the treatment of Chern classes given by

Hirzebruch [9]. We suppose throughout that A" is a compact Kahler manifold.

Proposition 12. Let E be a line-bundle over X, then b(E)EHl(X, ii1) is

given by b(E) = —2iric(E), where c(E) is the Chern class of E.

Proof. Let E be defined by the coordinate transformations {ga}. Then

we have shown that b(E) is represented by the cocycle —dgij-g^1 = — d log gi,;

since £ is a line bundle, End £ is a trivial line-bundle, and so, in the notation

of §4, we do not have to distinguish between L and L(P). Now we have the

commutative diagram of sheaves on X:

e2ri

0 -> Z -+ O-> O* -» 0

I      14

0->C->O->ii1->0,

where Z, C denote the constant sheaves of integers and complex numbers

respectively, and O* denotes the multiplicative sheaf of germs of nonzero

holomorphic functions; the vertical homomorphism O*—>ii: is (l/2iri)d log.

From this we obtain the cohomology diagram:

W(X, O*) -^ H2(X, Z)

lo IP

H\X, a1) -X H2(X, C).

In this y is an injection (since X is compact Kahler), and we identify lT-(Ar,iil)

with its image in H2(X, C). The line-bundle £ defines an element tEH1(X, O*),

and by definition a(e) =z(E), where z(E) denotes the integral Chern class of

E. Thus Ba(e) =c(E) is the Chern class of E with complex coefficients. On

the other hand (l/2iri) [d log gi,} is a representative cocycle for 5(e). Hence

b(E) = —2irid(e) = —2iric(E), by the commutativity of the square.
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Let Si be the polynomial of degree k which assigns to any gEGLr the &th

elementary symmetric function <r* of the characteristic roots of g, and let

Sk be the corresponding invariant polynomial of GLr obtained by polarization:

thus Sk(g, g, ■ • ■ , g) =2*(g). If E is a split vector bundle, i.e. such that its

structure group can be reduced to the triangular group Ar (with zeros below

the diagonal), then the diagonal terms of the coordinate transformations de-

fine r line-bundles Ei, • • • , Er, and we have

ck(E) = o-k[c(Ei), • ■ •, c(£r)],

where ck(E) is the &th Chern class of E with complex coefficients (cf. [9]).

On the other hand, as in §3, we may form Sk[b(E)]EHk(X, Si*), which we

regard as a cohomology class in H2k(X, C). Since gn may now be taken tri-

angular, dgngij1 will also be triangular, and hence we obtain the formula

Sk[b(E)] = ak[c(Ei), ■ ■ -,c(Ei)].

Combining this with Proposition 12 we obtain:

Proposition 13. Let Ebea split vector bundle, then Sk [b(E) ] = ( — 2iri)kck(E)

gives the kth Chern class of E in terms of b(E).

If E is a general vector bundle over X we can consider the associated

bundle F with fibre the flag manifold GLr/Ar. Then F is also a compact

Kahler manifold (cf. [4]). If p: Y—*X is the bundle projection we can con-

sider the induced bundle E=p~1(E) over F; £ is then split (cf. [9]). Now, by

the functorial properties of b(E) (which we stated for a(P), and so hold for

b(E) by Theorem 5), we have

b(E) = p*b(E).

On the other hand we have ck(E)=p*ck(E), and finally p*:H"(X, C)

—>774(F, C) is injective (cf. [9]). From all this, together with Proposition 13

we obtain(4):

Theorem 6. Let E be a vector bundle on a compact Kahler manifold. Then

the kth Chern class of E is given by

ch(E) = (-2ici)-kSk[b(E)}.

6. Line-bundles. Let V be a complex vector space, 2 the corresponding

projective space, w: V— {o}—>2 the canonical projection. C* operates by

right multiplication on V— {o}:

\:v->v\       vEV-0, \EC*.

Hence P = V— {o} is a principal bundle over 2 with group C*. Let £ be the

(4) Using a result of Borel-Hirzebruch we can deduce Theorem 3 from Theorem 6 Dy con-

sidering all complex analytic representations of G in GL,{C).
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associated line-bundle, then E= [— H] or £*= [H], where [H] denotes the

line-bundle corresponding to a hyperplane (cf. [9]). We propose to investigate

the functor ft(P) in this case.

Let (B be the tangent bundle of P; by translating the tangent vector b at

p to b0 at 0, and then identifying the tangent space to V at 0 with V itself,

we obtain an isomorphism (B=?X V. C* operates on (B, and the corresponding

operation on PX V is given by:

(p X v)\ = (p\ X v\), pEP,vEV,\EC*.

Hence Q = (&/C*^PX V/C*^PXc'V, where PXc'V is the bundle with fibre

V associated to P by the representation p:

P(\)v = \~h, vEV,\EC*.

Thus <2=£*<8>F, where V denotes the trivial bundle 2XF, and the iso-

morphism is a vector bundle isomorphism over 2.

Since C* is abelian L(P) is a trivial line bundle, denoted by 1. Hence,

using the isomorphism Q=E*®V, G(P) gives the exact sequence:

(10) 0->l->£*<g> 7 -> F -» 0.

Take the tensor product of (10) with E, and we get the exact sequence:

(11) 0->£-*F-*F<g>£->0.

Since 1 =L(P) was the sub-bundle of Q consisting of invariant vector fields

tangential to the fibres of P, it follows that the homomorphism £—»F of

(11) is precisely the natural embedding of £ in SX V:

(p, c) -» t(P) X pc,        (p, c) EPX c'C = E.

Suppose now that A" is a nonsingular algebraic variety of dimension r

embedded in the projective space 2 of dimension ra. Let G(r + 1, ra + 1) denote

the Grassmannian of (r + l)-dimensional vector sub-spaces of V, or equiva-

lently the Grassmannian of r-dimensional projective sub-spaces of 2. Let 2*

be the tangent r-dimensional projective space of X at x. Then x—»2Z defines

a mapping X—*G(r + l, « + l), which induces an (r + l)-dimensional vector

bundle W over X. We call W the tangent bundle of the embedding of X in 2.

From the definition it follows that IF is a sub-bundle of the trivial bundle

XXV. Now from §2, G(PX) is that part of the sequence G(P)x which lies

above T(X). Hence from (10) we see that Ct(Px) is isomorphic to the exact

sequence:

(12) 0 -» lx -> £* ® W -> T(X) -> 0.

With a slight change of notation we state this as:

Theorem 7. Let X be a nonsingular algebraic variety embedded in projective

space, £ the line-bundle over X corresponding to minus a hyperplane section, W
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the tangent bundle of the embedding and T the tangent bundle of X. Further let

P be the principal bundle corresponding to E; then we have the exact sequence of

vector bundles over X(*):

a(P) ®£:0->£->IF->7/®£->0.

The tangent bundle IF of the embedding of X in projective space was that

originally used by Todd [15] to define the characteristic classes of X, and his

formula is contained in the following corollary of Theorem 7 (cf. Nakano

[10]).

Corollary. Let X, E, W, T be as in Theorem 7, then the Chern classes

ck(T) of X are given by

ck(T) = ck(W ® £*).

Proof. From the differentiable point of view every extension is trivial;

hence, regarded as differentiable bundles, we have the isomorphism W®E*

=Effil. Applying the Whitney sum formula for Chern classes (cf. [9]) the

required result follows immediately.

In particular we may remark that (10) gives the formula for the Chern

classes of a projective space at once!

We observe finally that the extensions (10), (11), (12) are never trivial

(if dim X>0). The extension (10) corresponds to a(P)EH1(^, Si1), and we

have shown that a(P) = —b(E) =2iric(E) =^0. The same holds if we replace

2 by X, showing that (12) is nontrivial(6). This confirms the uniqueness of

direct decomposition for vector bundles in this special case (cf. [l] for the

general theorem).

7. Representations of the fundamental group. We assume from now on

that X is connected. Let p: tti(X)—>G be a representation of the fundamental

group of X into the connected complex Lie group G. The universal covering

space X of X is a principal bundle over X with group wi(X), and the repre-

sentation p induces therefore a principal bundle P over X with group G. We

have P = XXt/G, where 7Ti operates on the left on G:

ag = p(a)g, ct E iru g E G.

There are various alternative ways of looking at those principal bundles

which arise from a representation of the fundamental group, and we now

discuss these.

Let P be a principal bundle over X with group G. Then P, the sheaf of

germs of cross-sections of P, is a sheaf of sets, and G operates on P: PXG-+P.

Hence we may form the quotient sheaf P/G. If U is an open set on X, and

sET(U, P), we have a local isomorphism f/XG—>P| U given by

(6) This exact sequence is due to Serre (unpublished) and Nakano [l0].

(6) Cf. Nakano [10].
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x X g -* s(x)g.

Hence s defines a splitting of the exact sequence G(Pu). Moreover sg, where

gEG, defines the same splitting. Hence a global section of P/G defines a split-

ing of a(P).
Definition. An integrable connection in the principal bundle P is one

which arises from a global section of P/G.

Just as in the real differentiable case, we can introduce the curvature 0

of a complex analytic connection, and 0=0 will be the necessary and suffi-

cient condition for the connection to be integrable (cf. [6]). In particular,

since 0 is a holomorphic differential form of degree two with coefficients in

L(P), 0 vanishes identically if X is of complex dimension one. Hence on an

algebraic curve (without singularities) every connection is integrable.

If G is a complex Lie group we denote by G* the corresponding abstract

group with the discrete topology.

Definition. P' is a discrete form of the principal bundle P over X if

(i) P* is a topological principal bundle over X with the discrete group G'

as structure group,

(ii)  there is a continuous bijective bundle map /: P —>P.

Condition (i) means that, locally, P' has the topology of XXG*. Condition

(ii) asserts that P* is obtained from P by imposing a new topology.

Proposition 14. Let P be a principal bundle over X with group G. Then the

following properties are equivalent to one another:

(a) P arises from a representation of the fundamental group,

(h) P can be expressed in terms of constant coordinate transformations,

(c) P has an integrable connection,

(d) P has a discrete form P .

Proof. We shall prove the implications:

(a) -> (b) -* (c) -> (d) -► (a).

Since 7Ti(A) is a discrete group, X the universal covering of X, has constant

coordinate transformations. Hence the same is true for a bundle induced by

a representation. Next, if P satisfies (b), the locally constant cross-sections

of P are well-defined, and give a global section of P/G, so that P has an

integrable connection. Suppose now that P satisfies (c), so that we are given

a section sGr(X, P/G). Let a: P^P/G be the canonical projection, and let

P'CP be the subspace defined by P* =a~xs(X). P is a topological space, oper ■

ated on by G, with a projection P—>X, and a continuous map P-+P (assigning

to each germ px of P its value at x). Hence P1 has a topology, a projection

P'—>X, and a continuous map /: PT—>P; moreover it is closed under the

operation of G. P* is a discrete form of P, and so P satisfies (d). Finally let

P* be a discrete form of P. Since G* is discrete, each connected component of

P* is a covering space of X, and so there exists a homomorphism p': 7Ti(A)—>G'
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inducing P*. Let p: tti(X)—>G be the homomorphism corresponding to p', then

P arises from the representation p. This completes the proof of the proposi-

tion.

Applying Proposition 14, Theorem 2, and the fact that we have no

integrability condition for a curve, we obtain:

Theorem 8. Let P be a principal bundle over an algebraic curve X. Then P

arises from a representation of the fundamental group if and only if a(P) =0,

where a(P)EHl(X, L(P)®£ll) is the invariant defined in Theorem 2.

Let L*(P) be the vector bundle dual to L(P), and let X be an algebraic

curve. Then, by Serre's duality theorem [13], Hl(X, L(P)®Hl) is dual to

H\X, L*(P)), i.e. to TL*(P). Thus a(P) may be regarded as an element of

(TL*(P))*, the vector space dual to rL*(P). If G is semi-simple, or is GLr,

then L*(G) is canonically isomorphic to L(G) (by the Killing form), and so

L*(P) is canonically isomorphic with L(P). In particular, in the case of

GLr, L(P), and so L*(P), is canonically isomorphic with End E, where E is

the vector bundle associated to P (Proposition 9). Hence, using Theorem 5,

we can restate Theorem 8 in this case as follows:

Theorem 9. Let E be a vector bundle over an algebraic curve X. Then E

defines an element b(E)E(Y End £)*, and E arises from a representation of the

fundamental group if and only if b(E) =0.

Theorem 9 suggests that we should study the endomorphisms of a vector

bundle, and here we have the following result:

Proposition 15. Let E be an indecomposable vector bundle over a connected

compact complex manifold. Then every endomorphism of E is either nilpotent or

is an automorphism.

This is a special case of a more general result for coherent sheaves, for

the proof of which we refer to [l ]; we recall only that E is indecomposable

if it has no nontrivial direct decomposition: £ = £i©£2. Proposition 15 can

be given a slightly different form as follows. Let A be a finite dimensional

algebra over C with the following properties:

(i) A has a unit element 7,

(ii)  the nilpotent elements in A form a subalgebra Af,

(iii) as a vector space A = {i} ®N, where {2} is the subspace of dimen-

sion one generated by 7.

For brevity we shall say that A is a special algebra. Then we have:

Proposition 16. Let E be a vector bundle over a connected compact complex

manifold X. Then E is indecomposable if and only if T End E is a special alge-

bra.

Proof. Let E be indecomposable, and let (pEY End E. For each xEX

(j>xE End Ex, and the characteristic equation of 4>x has coefficients which are
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holomorphic functions of x. Since X is compact and connected these coeffi-

cients are constant, and so the characteristic roots are constants. If cp had two

distinct characteristic roots X, p, then </>—X1GT End £ would be neither an

automorphism nor nilpotent, contradicting Proposition 15. Hence all the

characteristic roots of cp are equal, and so the nilpotent endomorphisms of £

are precisely those of trace zero. This proves that T End £ is a special algebra.

Conversely, let T End £ be a special algebra A, and suppose if possible that

E = £1 ffi £2 is a nontrivial direct decomposition of £. Let Ix, I2 be the identity

endomorphisms of £1, £2; then XiliffiX2l2 is nilpotent if and only if Xi=X2 = 0.

Thus Ii, I2 generate a subspace of A (mod N) of dimension two, contradicting

condition (iii) for a special algebra. Hence E must be indecomposable.

If £ is any vector bundle over a compact complex manifold, and if

£ = Eiffi£2ffi • • • ffi£5 is a Remak decomposition of E, i.e. a decomposition

in which all the £,- are indecomposable and nonzero, then the factors £,■ are

unique to within isomorphism ([l, Theorem 3]). Also, since <B(E) and so

b(E) is additive (Corollary to Proposition 7), we have b(E) =b(Ei)®b(E2)

ffi • • • ffi&(£3); this is also clear from the coordinate transformations. Hence,

from Theorem 9, we obtain:

Proposition 17. Let E be a vector bundle over an algebraic curve, and let

E = Ei®E2® ■ ■ ■ ®Eq be a Remak decomposition of E. Then E arises from a

representation of the fundamental group if and only if all the £,- arise from the

fundamental group.

In view of Proposition 17 we may restrict attention to indecomposable

vector bundles. For these we have Proposition 16, and we shall now evaluate

the scalar product (b(E), cp) in the two cases (i) when cp is the identity, (ii)

when 0 is nilpotent.

Proposition 18. Let E be a vector bundle over a curve X. Let I be the identity

endomorphism of E, and cp a nilpotent endomorphism of E. Then

(i)   (b(E),I)=-2iridegE,

(ii)   {b(E),cp) = 0,

where deg £ denotes the degree of Ci(E).

Proof. First we remark that, for any ypE? End £,

(b(E), xp)p = trace (xpb(E)),

where pEH^X,^1) is the canonical generator, and yp(b)EEHl(X, End E®Ql)

is obtained by endomorphism multiplication. Hence, since deg E-p = Ci(E),

(i) follows immediately from Theorem 6. It remains to prove (ii). Consider

the sequence E, </>(£), c/>2(£), • • • . Since </> is nilpotent this sequence termi-

nates, i.e.cpn(E) =0 for some ra. In general cpk(E) will not be a sub-bundle of E,

since <pk(Ex) need not be of constant dimension. However, since A is a curve,

4>k(E) generates a sub-bundle Ek of £ such that cpk(Ex) = (Ek)x for all except
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a finite number of points x (cf. [2]). Thus we have a sequence of sub-bundles

of E:

(13) £ = £0 D Ei D E2 ■ ■ ■ D £„_i D £» = 0

with the property that 4>(Ek) EF-k+i, or equivalently the induced homomor-

phism (pk: Ek/Ek+l-^>Ek/Ek+x is zero. Since 63 is an exact functor, or alter-

natively from the coordinate transformations, we see that b(E)EH1(X,

End E®^1) is in the image of Hl(X, End' EgiSi1), where End' £ is the sub-

sheaf of End £ which preserves the sequence (13). Hence

trace (#(£)) = 2* trace (4>kb(Ek/Ek+l)) = 0,

since (f>k = 0. Thus (b(E), (f>) = 0 as required.

Combining Theorem 9 with Propositions 16 and 18 we obtain:

Proposition 19. Let E be an indecomposable vector bundle over an algebraic

curve. Then E arises from a representation of the fundamental group if and only

if deg E = 0.

Finally, from Propositions 17 and 19 we obtain Weil's Theorem (cf. [17]).

Theorem 10. Let E be a vector bundle over an algebraic curve, and let

E = Ex®E2® • ■ • ®Eg be a Remak decomposition of E. Then E arises from a

representation of the fundamental group if and only if deg Ei = 0,i = l, 2, ■ ■ -,q.

8. Higher dimensional varieties. In this section we shall discuss problems

concerning connections, when the base space is of dimension greater than

one.

Let X be a nonsingular algebraic variety embedded in the projective

space 2. We denote by Xn the intersection of X with a general hypersurface

of degree n in 2. If E is a vector bundle on X, we write E„ for Ex„, the restric-

tion of E to X„. Further we denote by J the line-bundle on X corresponding

to a hyperplane section, so that(7) J= [Xx], J" = [X„]. If S is any coherent

sheaf of O-modules on X we use the notation of [12] and put

S(n) = S ® oj".

If E is any vector bundle on X, then we have an exact sequence of sheaves

(cf. [12]),

(14) 0->E(-w)-+E->£„->0.

Finally we recall that, if n is sufficiently large, Hq(X, E(n)) =0 for q^l, and

Hq(X, E(—n)) =0 for g<dim X. The first of these two is proved in [5], and

the second follows from the first by Serre's duality theorem [13]. Using (14),

and the vanishing of these cohomology groups, one can reduce the dimension

of the base space. We use this method for the next two propositions.

(7) As usual [D ] denotes the line-bundle corresponding to the divisor D.
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Proposition 20. Let X be an algebraic variety of dimension greater than one,

and let £ be an indecomposable vector bundle over X. Then, for sufficiently large

ra, £„ is indecomposable.

Proof. Apply (14) to the vector bundle End E. Since (End £„)=End £„,

we get the exact sequence of sheaves

0 -* (End E)(-n) -» End £-+ End En -> 0.

Since dim X^2, we have

H»(X, (End £)(-«)) = Hl(X, (End E)(-n)) = 0,

for sufficiently large ra. Hence, for this ra, the cohomology sequence gives:

H°(X, End E) S #0(Xn, End £„),

i.e.

T End £ ^ T End £„.

Applying Proposition 16 the required result follows at once.

Proposition 21. Let X be an algebraic variety of dimension greater than two,

and let P be a principal bundle over X. Then P has a connection if and only if

Pn, the restriction of P to Xn, has a connection for sufficiently large n.

Proof. Let T=T(X) denote the tangent bundle of X. Apply (14) to the

vector bundle L(P) ® T* where, as in §2, L(P) is the vector bundle associated

to P by the adjoint representation. Since dim X 2:3, we have, for large ra,

H"(X, L(P) ® T*(-n)) =0 for q = 1, 2.

Hence, from the cohomology sequence of (14), we obtain

(15) Hl(X, L(P) ®  T*) S IP(Xn, L(P)n ®  Tn).

If T(X„) denotes the tangent bundle of Xn, we have the exact sequence of

vector bundles on Xn:

(16) 0 -* T(Xn) -» T(X)n -» Jl -» 0,

and the dual exact sequence:

(17) o-*/r->r*(z)„-*r*(x„)->o.

This is essentially what is known as the "adjunction formula" (cf. [16]);

Jn= [A„]„ is the characteristic line-bundle of Xn in X. Operate on (17) by

L(P)n®, and take the corresponding exact sequence of sheaves:

(18)        0^L(P)(-ra)„-*L(P)n® T*(X)n-+L(P)n® T*(Xn)^0.
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Now apply (14) to the vector bundle L(P)®J~n, and we get the exact se-

quence of sheaves:

(19) 0 -> L(P)(-2n) -> L(P)(-n) -> L(P)(-n)n -» 0.

Since dim X^3, we have

772(X, L(P)(-2n)) = H\X, L(P)(-n)) = 0,

for sufficiently large n. Hence, for this n, from the cohomology sequence of

(19):

Hl(X, L(P)(-n)n) = 0.

From the cohomology sequence of (18) this shows that, for sufficiently large n,

H\Xn, L(P)n ® T*(X)n) -» H\Xn, L(P)n ® T*(Xn))

is injective. Together with (15) this shows that the homomorphism

il: HHX, L(P) ® T*(X)) -> 271(X„, L(P)n ® T*(Xn)),

induced by the inclusion in: Xn-^>X, is injective for sufficiently large n. But,

from the functorial properties of a(P) given in §2, we have a(Pn) =if,-a(P).

Hence, if n is sufficiently large, a(P) =0 if and only if a(Pn) =0. Hence, from

Theorem 2, P has a connection if and only if Pn has a connection.

We shall now construct an example which shows that Proposition 21 does

not hold if dim X = 2. Our example will also show that the obvious generaliza-

tion of Weil's Theorem (Theorem 10) does not hold if dim X^2.

Let Fbe a rational curve, Z an elliptic curve, and let X= YXZ. We choose

base points y0E Y, ZoEZ, and we identify Y with YXz0, Z with yoXZ. Con-

sider the exact sequence of sheaves on X:

0 -> [Z] -* [2Z] ->Oz->0.

This arises in the same way as (14), except that Xn is replaced here by the

curve Z; the restriction of [Z] to Z is the trivial line-bundle, and so the cor-

responding sheaf is Oz- The exact cohomology sequence gives

-» 271(X, [2Z]) -> E\Z, Oz) -> 272(X, [z]) ->.

By Serre's duality theorem H2(X, [z]) is dual to 77°(X, [K-Z]) where K is

a canonical divisor on X. But K=-2Z, and 77°(X, [-3Z])=0. Hence

Hl(X, [2Z])->IP(Z, Oz) is surjective, so there is an element £EHl(X, [2Z])

mapping onto a nonzero element v in Hl(Z, Oz) (this being of dimen-

sion one since Z is elliptic). Now the elements of Hl(X, [2Z]) are in one-to-

one correspondence with the classes of extensions of [— Z] by [Z] (Proposi-

tion 2). Hence there is a 2-dimensional vector bundle £ over X such that the

exact sequence
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(20) o-*[z]-»E-» [-Z]-»0,

corresponds to the element £. We give the properties of £ in the following

proposition:

Proposition 22. Let E be the vector bundle defined above over the algebraic

surface X, and let P denote the corresponding principal bundle. Then

(i) the Chern classes of E are all zero,

(ii) £ is indecomposable,

(iii) P does not have a connection.

Proof, (i) If g is the cohomology class of the divisor Z on X, (20) shows

that the Chern polynomial (cf. [9]) of E is (l+g)(l — g) = 1 —g2 = l. In other

words the Chern classes (of positive dimension) of E are all zero, (ii) Restrict-

ing (20) to Z we get the exact sequence:

(21) 0->lz-»£z^lz->0.

By construction r\EHx(Z, Oz) is nonzero, and hence (21) is a nontrivial ex-

tension. Hence Ez is indecomposable (cf. [2]) and so E is indecomposable,

(iii) Restricting (20) to Y we get the exact sequence:

(22) 0^[D]^EY-+[-D]^0,

where D is a point divisor on Y. Since Y is a rational curve Hl( Y, [2D]) =0,

this being dual H°(Y, [ —4D]). Hence the extension (22) is trivial, and

EY^[D]®[-D]. Since deg [F»] = 1^0, b([D])^0, and so b(EY)^0. But

b(Ey) is the image of b(E) in the homomorphism

Hl(X, End E ® T*(X)) -* Hl(Y, End EY ® T*(Y)).

Hence b(E) j^O, and so by Theorems 2 and 5, P does not have a connection.

Proposition 22 shows immediately that Theorem 10 does not generalize

to varieties of higher dimension. Also, continuing with the example, if X„

is the intersection of X with a general hypersurface of degree ra, Proposition

20 and Proposition 22 (ii) tell us that £„ is indecomposable for sufficiently

large ra. By Proposition 22 (i) the first Chern class of £„ is zero, i.e. deg E„ = 0.

Hence by Theorem 10, P„ has a connection. But by Proposition 22 (iii) P

does not have a connection. Thus Proposition 21 is false if dim X = 2.

My thanks are due to J.-P. Serre, S. Nakano and I. M. Singer for many

valuable discussions.
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